Abstract. The transmission of electromagnetic wave through a planar chiral structure, loaded with the gyrotropic medium being under an action of the longitudinal magnetic field, is studied. The frequency dependence of the metamaterial resonance and the angle of rotation of the polarization plane are obtained.
Introduction
It is known, that bulk chiral artificial structures [1] , [2] manifest a reciprocal optical activity. The typical constructive object of 3D chiral media is a spirally conducting cylinder. The concept of chirality also exists in two dimensions. A planar object is said to be 2D chiral if it cannot be superimposed on its mirror image unless it is lifted from Send offprint requests to: the plane. For instance, an array of metallic rosettes is an example of such an object. Hetch and Barron [3, 4] , Arnaut and Davis [5, 6] were the first who introduced planar chiral structures into the electromagnetic research. However, 2D chirality does not lead to the same electromagnetic effects which are conventional for 3D chirality and, so, it became a subject of special intense investigations [7, 8, 9] .
Planar chiral materials are quite simple structures in manufacturing. However, in contrast to traditional fre-quency selective surfaces, they provide an additional twist parameter to control electromagnetic properties. Besides, in some particular cases, quasi-2D planar chiral metallic structures can be asymmetrically combined with isotropic substrates to distinct a reciprocal optical response inherent to true 3D chiral structures. In such metamaterials, at normal incidence of the exciting wave, an optical activity appears only in the case, when their constituent metallic elements have finite thickness, which provides an asymmetric coupling of the fields at the air and substrate interfaces [10] .
From the viewpoint of possible applications in microwave and THz frequency bands, it is known that the thinner metallic elements of planar structures, so they are easier in fabrication. Thus, knowledge about optical properties of metamaterials based on the thin planar chiral structures are especially important.
The results of a detailed study of polarization transformations caused by an array of the perfectly conducting infinitely thin planar chiral elements are presented in [11] .
In this work, the optical response of planar chiral metamaterials with four-fold symmetry was studied in the case, when the arrays are placed on an isotropic dielectric substrate. One of the results obtained in this study is an argue that the 2D chiral planar structures do not change the polarization state of the normally incident wave in the main diffraction order. This theoretical conclusion was confirmed with numerical data obtained by a simulation in the case of arrays made of infinitely thin metallic rosettes placed on a dielectric substrate.
From both fundamental and application points of view, the planar metamaterials placed on a ferrite substrate [12] and layered ferrite-dielectric structures [13, 14] are quite interesting objects because they can be used successfully to design non-reciprocal magnetically controllable microwave devices based on the Faraday effect. On the other hand, magneto-optically active substrate can be serve as a sensitive element for THz magnetic near-field imaging in metamaterials [15] . The polarization rotation of a near-IR probe beam revealed in the substrate measures the magnetic near-field.
A general theoretical approach is used in [2] to predict electromagnetic properties of uniaxial composites with fourfold inclusions in the form of planar chiral gammadions combined with ferrite ellipsoids. It needs two pseudo-vectors to describe the system. The first vector is a bias magnetic field and the second one is a vector defining the handedness of the gammadion shape. They are pseudo-vectors (axial vectors) because being time-odd. As a result of the theory, these composite systems are bi-anisotropic nonreciprocal media described by specific constitutive equations of the same kind as that ones used in the moving chiral media.
However, it is necessary to clarify the effect of the particles handedness (and the corresponding pseudo-vector in the theory) on the system properties and the degree of reciprocal rotation. As it has been mentioned above, it is important at least in the case of metallic planar chiral particles which have small thickness in comparison with the wavelength. The theoretical and experimental studies of the particle handedness effect are extremely important in this point and are the subject of the present research.
Thus, the purpose of this paper is to study both theoretically and experimentally the resonant properties of planar gyrotropic metamaterials (arrays of metallic rosettes placed on a ferrite substrate) depending on the value of static magnetic field strength. The field is applied normally to the structure plane, i.e., the systems are considered in the Faraday geometry. The periodic cell size of the studied metamaterials is chosen in such a way that the high-quality factor resonances appear in the structures spectra in the millimeter waveband. We consider metamaterials based on a 4-fold symmetry array which consisted of thin metallic rosettes. As a main result of our study the essential resonant enhancement of the Faraday rotation is demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally for the metamaterial. This effect is substantially higher than that one for a single ferrite slab.
Structures under study and theoretical approach
The metamaterial being under investigation is designed as a layered structure, which consists of a planar chiral periodic structure placed on a ferrite plane-parallel slab with thickness 0.5 mm. The chiral structure is made of fiber- We applied the 'resonant model' of 'saturated' ferrite [16, 17] to calculate the ferrite constitutive parameters in the case when the static magnetic field H 0 is more strong than the field of the saturation magnetization 4πM S , and the 'non-resonant model' of 'non-saturated' ferrite [18, 19] if the field H 0 is less than 4πM S .
When the field strength is larger then 4πM S we use common expressions for permittivity and permeability for z-axis biased ferrite [16, 17] , assuming the ferrite material is magnetically saturated and taking into account the dielectric and magnetic losses
where 
ω 0 is the frequency of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), α is the dimensionless damping constant, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, M S is the saturation magnetization. We use the Gaussian system of units. The ferrite material of brand L14H is characterized by the following set of param-
The value ω m corresponds to the saturation magnetization field of 4πM S = 4800 Oe.
When the field strength H 0 is smaller than 4πM S , the experiment can be well described using the non-resonant 'non-saturated' ferrite model [18, 19] . Let us note that in the non-saturated model, the current magnetization M is a function of the static magnetic field strength M = M (H 0 ). The elements of the tensorμ f (1) are represented by empirical expressions [19] :
where µ dem is the permeability of completely demagnetized ferrite, which properties can be calculated using the two-domain model [18] for frequencies ω > γ(H r +4πM S ):
where H r is the strength of field matched to the remanent magnetization. For the used ferrite brand, it is H r = 3500 Oe. The dependence of the components of the permeability tensor of ferrite versus the static magnetic field strength are presented in Fig. 2 for the frequency f = ω/2π = 30 GHz.
For a thin ferrite slab magnetized normally to its plane, the FMR frequency ω 0 is defined by the well-known formula [17] : As the field strength decreases below 4πM S , the domain structure appears in the ferrite and its magnetic state demonstrates a certain disorder. Note that in this case, the values of the diagonal components of theμ f , i.e.
the value µ, tends to permeability of completely demagnetized ferrite µ dem (7). This value is not equal to zero (Fig. 2b) . The latter is reasonable, because when domains disorder, then their contribution to the integral magnetization decreases. However, the magnetization of each domain is a positive value, in spite of the external field is directed along the domain magnetic moment or against it. Contributions to the diagonal components µ from all domains are added and it tends to some constant when the field strength decreases. A quite different behavior is observed for the off-diagonal component β. As the field strength decreases, the domains, which magnetic moment is directed along the external field, and domains, which magnetic moment is directed opposite to the field, give a different sign for the contribution to the β (the nonreciprocal Faraday effect). Thus, contributions of all domains to the off-diagonal components β are subtracted and β tends to zero as the field strength decreases. Note that when the field strength is less than 4πM S , the correct count of the magnetic disorder of domain structure in the ferrite should lead to the gradual change of the components µ and β.
The fields, intensities, and polarization characteristics of the electromagnetic waves diffracted by the array of rosette-shaped elements were calculated using the full wave method described earlier in [12] . This approach is based on the method of moments for solution of the vector integral equation for surface currents induced by the electromagnetic field on the array elements [20] . The last ones are assumed to be perfectly conducting and infinitely thin.
The equation was derived with boundary conditions that demand a zero value for the tangential component of the electric field on metal strips. In our calculations, we used the Fourier transformations of fields and surface current distributions.
Experiment and data analysis
The experimental setup [14] consists of the structure under study, which is placed between two matching rectangular horns (transmitting and receiving ones) fitted to the Vector Network Analyzer Agilent N5230A. Horns are situated on the axis passed normally to the plane of the structure (Fig. 3a) . Using the Network Analyzer the S- can find in [14] .
First of all, let us mention that the experimental study of transmission of normally incident wave through two erty was argued theoretically before in [11, 12] .
Thus, at the normal incidence of the exciting wave, the complex layered structure being a thin planar chi-ral metallic array placed on the normally magnetized ferrite substrate (or the isotropic dielectric substrate) does not manifest any appearance of the property related to 3D chiral objects. It is an impressive observation because the symmetry is broken in the direction orthogonal to the structure plane and we deal with the object which has a volume chiral geometry. The reason is in a very small difference between the fields existed on the array interfaces with free space and the substrate in the case, when the considered array has a small thickness in comparison with a wavelength. A finite thickness of metallic elements of the array is a prerequisite to make asymmetrically coupling fields at the air and substrate interfaces and to observe an effect of volume chirality of such structure [10] .
On the basis of the theoretical approach described above, we have defined numerically the transmission spectrum of the structure under study. The characteristic frequency ranges where the transmission demonstrates a minimum and the resonant behavior exists (the metamaterial resonance dip frequency f r ) was determined. These resonances are caused by metallic elements of the structure. In the case of linearly y-polarized normally incident plane electromagnetic wave, the dependence of f r on the static magnetic field strength has been calculated for two values of the planar chiral structure period d (see Fig. 4 ). Besides that, the dependence of the FMR frequency on the static magnetic field strength for the thin ferrite slab used in experiments (f 0 (H 0 ) = ω 0 /2π) is plotted in the same figure.
One can see that: (i) the variation of the metamaterial resonant dip frequency (df r /dH 0 ) is as stronger as In order to verify the nonreciprocal properties of the metamaterials under study, the experimental analysis of The points marked by squares correspond to the highfrequency modes (hf-modes, located to the left of dependency f 0 (H 0 ) in Fig. 4) , and the points marked by circles correspond to the low-frequency modes (lf-modes, located to the right of dependency f 0 (H 0 )). It is easily seen that the structure with a smaller period rotates the plane of polarization on the greater angle than the structure with the large period. This may be caused by higher quality factor of resonant modes in the structure with the smaller period that occurs due to increase of the summary surface of metallic elements when the period decreases.
One can see while the field strength tends to zero, the rotation angle decreases to zero as well for both modes.
This fully coincides with used theoretical models of ferrite permeability ( Fig. 2) , where it was shown that the offdiagonal component β which is responsible for polarization rotation tends to zero as the field strength decreases. (Fig. 8a); (ii) the polarization rotation angle θ of linearly polarized wave transmitting through planar chiral structure loaded with a ferrite slab when the period is chosen to be d = 5 mm (Fig. 8b) .
One can see that the surface plotted for the ferrite slab (Fig. 8a) is much smoother than that one for the array structure loaded with ferrite slab (Fig. 8b) . (Fig. 5) ), this dependence acquires a pronounced resonant character, and for θ → θ r achieves significantly higher values than that one for the ferrite slab (up to θ r ≥ 45 deg).
It can be seen that the value θ r (Fig. 8b ) also depends on the magnetic field strength, and the maximum of θ r is observed at H 0 ≈ 4800 Oe (i.e. in the transition area from saturated ferrite model to unsaturated one). In this 
